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Abstract — Blood tests help detect various
types of diseases, where the erythrocytes
count (RBC) and leukocytes (WBC) can use
automatic and/or manual methodologies. The
evaluation of RBC and WBC has a direct
impact on the diagnosis of anemia, leukemia,
viral, parasitic and viral infections. Given the
importance and wide applicability of the
Watershed
Transform
(WT)
and
Morphological Operations (MO), they can
segment medical images to increase the
efficiency and reliability of medical
diagnostics. This study uses a WT-MO
algorithm for segmentation, detection, and
counting of blood cells that attend the
criteria of efficiency and reliability. This
methodology may be the first step in making
blood tests more accessible to people from
developing and underdeveloped countries.
has
been
The
WT-MO
algorithm
benchmarked using 30 microscopy images of
a blood smear. The WT-MO algorithm
results presented high accuracy (93%). The
simulations of the algorithm executed in
different hardware platforms presented
average simulation and processing time with
less than 3 seconds per sample. Therefore,
the WT-MO based algorithm is accurate,
reliable and a low-cost technique, which can
be applied as a third methodology to perform
the laboratory tests and to speed up further
medical diagnostic.
Keywords — Image segmentation, Watershed
Transform , Blood cells, Image processing,
Biomedical engineering, Soft computing.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Image Segmentation
Often, image segmentation is the first step in
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general
object
recognition in many
applications for identifying regions of interest
(ROIs) in a scene or annotating the data [1] [2].
Image segmentation is an essential process for
the image analysis task. The segmentation process
consists in the act of fractionating an image into
of
spatially
connected
pixels
groups
homogeneously [3] [4].
There are many techniques for describing and
recognizing correct image viewing, with image
comprehension being a highly process dependent
on the outcome of segmentation processing [3]
[4]. There are many methodologies of image
segmentation. However, the focus of this study is
the Watershed Transform (WT).
The intuitive idea of the Watershed Transform
comes from the geography: landscape of
topography reliefs responsible for the formation
of watersheds, these being divided into lines of
domain aiming the attraction of rainwater over the
region. An alternative approach is to imagine a
landscape being immersed in a lake, with holes
drilled in local minimums [5] [6].
In this way, the river basins fill with water
starting at the minimum place, where the water
meets barriers. When the water level is at the
highest peak in the landscape the process is
stopped. As a result, the landscape is fractioned
into regions or basins separated by dams called
basin hydrography lines. The image segmentation
process presents wide applicability, being used to
solve problems in several areas [5] [6].
There are many researchers about still image
and video segmentation. These studies are wide
and includes many techniques as motion-based
segmentation [7][8][9][10], spatial segmentation
and motion tracking [11][12][43][44], moving
objects extraction [13][14][43][44], and region
growing
using
spatio-temporal
similarity
[15][16]. Many of the existing segmentation
techniques, such as direct clustering methods in
color space [17][18], work well on homogeneous
color regions but natural scenes are rich in color
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Through observations in optical microscopy,
biconvex disc-shaped structures with no cell
nucleus were visualized. These cells were called
erythrocytes. Its main function is the transport of
gases by the organism [24] [25].
Leukocytes are the defense cells of the
organism, being morphologically characterized by
the presence of segmented nuclei in lobes and the
presence of granules [26]. The leukocytes are
divided into 5 cell subtypes: neutrophils,
basophils,
eosinophils,
monocytes
and
lymphocytes. These cells present morphological
differences according to the function performed
such as the defense of the organism against
external agents such as bacteria, parasites, and
viruses [27] [28].
Over time, the study of blood cells was
restricted to just the observation of cell
morphology began to use specific methods.
However, new technologies do not negate the
need for conventional microscopy. This new
methodology responsible for the analysis of blood
cells was called hemogram [28] [29].
The hemogram is a laboratory exam for the
quantification and qualification of blood cells [8].
In this exam the erythrocytes should be expressed
between 4.0 to 6.0 x 106 /mm³ of blood. Values
lower or higher than this parameter is indicative
of genetic anemias or deficit of food, leukemias
or polycythemias [30].
Commonly, the total leukocyte count should be
between 3.500 and 10.000 leukocytes/mm³ of
blood. Changes in this value may be indicative of
leukemias, sedentary lifestyle, skin infections,
stress, bacterial infections, HIV, among others [27]
[28] [30].
Today's importance of hemograms demands
new technology from the field of biomedical
engineering [31]. The MATLAB© software
contains several toolboxes with algorithms that
have broad applicability such as the Watershed
Transform, and the Morphological Operations
(MOs). Initially, this work segments images by
labeling
pixels,
and
detecting
objects
corresponding to specific stain patterns [32] with
the objective of identifying blood cells based on
their morphological characteristics. Hence, this
algorithm may automate the count of blood cells.
This work is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the traditional methodology. Section III
describes the proposed method. Experimental
results appear in Section IV. This manuscript
concludes with Section V.

and texture. The existence of texture and motion
can also be used to characterize pathologies.
The algorithms for image segmentation based
on the WT [19] need a way of measuring the
similarity or difference between pixels that form
an image. So, the WT needs to be combined with
some gradient of an image complex in scenes.
One example of this is the MPEG-4 standard that
needs segmentation to object-based video coding.
It is possible to associate different
segmentation techniques to solve these image
segmentation problems. The combination of
morphological segmentation (MO) and the WT
technique has been applied to improve sports
scenes. This process consisted of coarse
segmentation by binary reconstruction based on
the areas detected by thresholding the color
histogram and segmentation by WT. This process
results in segmentation image sequences in sports
scenes containing brisk movement. That is an
important feature in automatic morphological
segmentation during broadcast [20].
Other studies showed that the WT works quite
well for image segmentation. The WT technique
computes the dissimilarity of pixels using RGB-D
cues and gradient maps, where an RGB-D image
is a combination of an RGB image and the
corresponding image depth map. The process
captures an image gradient map to enhance and
explain directional variations in image intensities.
A distance function or metric measures the
similarity between adjacent pixels according to
RGB-D values [21].
Due to the importance and wide applicability
of the WT in image segmentation regardless of
the dimensionality of the image space, and
applying the essence of the multidisciplinarity of
scientific research. So, the application of the WT
in biomedical engineering can help the
development of better blood diagnosis algorithms.
B. Blood Cells
The human blood consists of approximately
55% plasma and 45% blood cells. The blood cells
that compose the blood are erythrocytes,
leukocytes, and platelets [22] [23]. The cells are
responsible for the homeostasis of the organism
(through the transport of gases), organism defense
against distinct etiological agents, tissue repair,
and blood coagulation.
However, such
observations could only occur through the
invention of the optical microscope [23].
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direct observation of the microscope, which may
be detrimental to the physician diagnostic.
The automation of the hemogram implies
greater agility in performing the exams and in the
release of reports. However, it is a more expensive
methodology when compared to the manual
methodology. Automation is based on impedance
and flow cytometry methods for the differentiation
and counting of blood cells [6][28] [33].
However, before acquiring a hematological
equipment’s it is necessary to take into
consideration
the
following
parameters:
automation equipment’s versus the type of
patient attended; demand for daily exams, cost of
each exam, interfacing and training of employees
[6][29].
It is important to emphasize that even with the
acquisition of hematological equipment, the
manual hemogram is not a dispensed practice.
Manual hematology is a recommended technique
for confirmation of hematological findings, such
as pediatric patients, patients over 75 years of
age, cancer patients, patients with suspected
leukemia or polycythemia, patients with
leukocytosis and patients with severe state of
hospitalization in Intensive Care Unit (ICU) [29].

II. TRADITIONAL METHODOLOGY
The quantification and qualification of the
blood cells are performed by an examination
called hemogram. This exam is currently
performed through two methodologies: manual
and automatic [29].
The manual hemogram depends entirely on
human performance, and it uses non-automated
equipment relying on either a blood smear sample
or a hemocytometer using a standard optical
microscope. This work handles the manual blood
count from a blood smear to determine the
number of blood cells, where the blood smear was
obtained by depositing a few microliters of blood
on a glass slide. The monolayer regions are
mechanically scanned for counting the total
number of cells.
The specimen can either be seen directly over
the microscope or from image files. Even though
the manual technique is more laborious and timeconsuming, it allows the use of several objective
lenses for the standard microscope for highquality, inexpensive, and careful visual
examination of the samples.
This methodology presents a lower cost but
requires more time for the release of reports.
Besides, it gives less reliability because it
depends on manual counts and calculations
performed by health professionals. It is
considered a good alternative for small
laboratories, where the demand for exams is low,
and the cost with the acquisition with
hematological equipment and reagents does not
match the cost-benefit of the process [29]. A
common shortcoming of the manual counting
method is its error due to the way the specimen is
observed. A standard microscope performance is
influenced by its space-bandwidth product,
leading to a trade-off between the image
resolution and the microscope Field-of-View
(FOV). Generally, to view and count blood cells
under a conventional microscope, an objective
with an adequate magnification. However, in
manual methods, the FOV is very small, which
necessitates mechanical scanning of the specimen
during the counting process. This setting is
unfavorable because the scanning movement has
to be correctly aligned and regulated to bypass
any overlap of the regions undergoing scanning.
Another disadvantage is the physical strain on the
professionals performing the manual scans by

III. WATERSHED TRANSFORM WITH
MORFOLOGICAL OPERATIONS (WT-MOS)
The experiments were conducted through
digital images acquired by the camera coupled to
the optical microscope to obtain images of blood
smears. The fields of the blood smear contained
erythrocytes and leukocytes in different sizes,
colors, and quantities.
The system modeling, as well as the program,
were implemented using an IDE the MATLAB®
version 2014a. In this environment, image
segmentation algorithms were developed for
counting and detection of erythrocytes and
leukocytes.
The algorithm developed has as an emphasis
the image segmentation process through of the
union of WT techniques and morphological
operations. The detection and counting of
erythrocytes were performed through the WT,
while the counted leukocytes were the result of the
morphological operations process.
The counting and differentiation processes of
these cells are performed based on the
morphological characteristics of the blood cells.
The logic of the algorithm is shown in Figure 1.
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opening; closure and reconstruction [36][37]. The
dilation consists of adding pixels to the edges of
objects in an image to the purpose of repairing
breaks or possible intruding elements in the
image. Erosion, in turn, consists of the removal of
pixels from the edges of the image, being used to
divide bound objects or remove extrusions. The
aperture is applied for the elimination of
protrusions and/or smooth contours [19]. In turn,
the closure is used to merge fine and long gaps
and gaps, eliminate small holes, and fill spaces in
the contour and smooth out the contours. The
reconstruction is responsible for extracting
relevant information referring to the shapes
present in the image [19].

Figure 1 Block diagram for the WT-MO algorithm

A. Erythrocytes Counts
The segmentation process consists in the act of
fractionating an image into groups of spatially
connected pixels homogeneously [34][35].
Image segmentation can be used alternatively as a
pixel labeling process, where all pixels belonging
to the same homogeneous region are marked with
the same label, as shown in Figure 2 [35] [36].
The definition of homogeneity of a region of
the image presents a particular concept of the
segmentation process because each image presents
its pattern of pixels [32] [37].

Figure 3 Leukocyte count by the WT-MO algorithm

IV. RESULTS

Figure 2 Erithrocytes labeled by the Watershed
Transform

Thirty microscopy images containing a total of
6453 erythrocytes and 187 leukocytes served as
benchmarks. Both cell types were automatically
and manually counted, with subsequent counting
by the algorithms of detection and counting of
blood cells. Subsequently, the results were
compared to determine the accuracy of the WTMO approach, according to Figures 4 and 5.

For the labeling of erythrocytes, the pixel is
assumed as a variable directly related to the
morphological characteristics of the cells under
analysis. In that case, the labeling would consider
the size and staining of erythrocytes [32].
C. Leukocytes Counts
Morphological Operations (MOs) constitute a
broad set of image processing operations based on
the shape of binary images. The morphological
operations are applied to the structural element at
the input of an image creating an output of the
same size, as shown in Figure 3 [36] [37].
In this way, the value of the pixels in the image
output is based on the comparison of pixels
corresponding to the pixels of the image input and
neighboring pixels. The number of pixels added or
removed from objects in an image depends on the
size and format of the structural element used to
process the image. Morphological operations
consist of the following steps: dilatation; erosion;

Figure 4 Comparison of the erythrocyte counts by the
manual method with the automated counting using the
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Watershed Transform

Figure 7 Processing time in Intel Core i3 processor
Figure 5 Comparison of the leukocyte counts by the
manual method with the automated counting using
morphological operations process

The comparison of the manual methodology of
cell counting with the developed algorithm
demonstrated an accuracy of 93% in the detection
of erythrocytes and 90% in the detection of
leukocytes.
The developed procedure was also submitted
to evaluations of runtime and execution time. For
this, executions of each command were realized
in
machines
with
different
hardware
configurations, consisting of a Dual Core
processor, with 2GB of RAM, an Intel Core i3
processor, with 4GB of RAM and an Intel Core
i5 processor with 8GB RAM.
The tictoc
MATLAB©
command
measured the time spent by each of the
algorithms during their execution (in seconds).
The algorithm also used the cputime
command, whose function is to return the total
CPU time (in seconds) since the moment it
started [38] [39] [40].
The tictoc function measures the algorithm
execution time. The cputime function
calculates its computational time [39] [40].
Figures 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 present the
performance and efficiency of the algorithm.

Figure 8 Processing times in Intel Core i5 processor

Figure 9 Execution times for the Dual Core processor

Figure 10 Execution times for the Intel Core i3
processor
Figure 6 Processing times in a Dual Core processor
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provide higher reliability of the results to both
health professionals and patients because the
computers reduce the chances of human failures.
The creation of new methodologies, such as the
one presented in this paper, results in a
considerable reduction in equipment costs without
loss in quality and accuracy of hematological
diagnoses.
This study is a first step towards the realization
of a fully automatic blood cells segmentation and
classification subsystem of a computer-aided
clinical platform that can deliver telemedical care
for remote and hard to reach places [45][46].
In the future, Content-Based Image Retrieval
(CBIR) systems can integrate and handle
information about blood cells count and fuse it
with other image modalities [45][46]. It is worth
considering that the development of low-cost
mobile microscopic devices can significantly
improve the successful deployment of computer
vision-based medical diagnosis solutions.
Smartphones are now very likely health diagnosis
and treatment platforms in poverty-stricken areas.
The image acquisition capabilities and
processing power of mobile devices can reduce
the effort for exhaustive and time-consuming
microscopic examinations. Additionally, less
specialized professionals with knowledge about
the telemedicine system and preparation of blood
smears can supplement the lack of highly trained
microscopists in rural areas. The use of mobile
devices can also bring important improvements in
healthcare portability and biomedical data
transmission.

Figure 11 Execution times for the Intel Core i5
processor

An execution time of 3 seconds per sample
makes this approach better than the one in [39].
Figure 12 shows the average times to run the
proposed algorithm in the Dual Core processor,
Intel Core i3 processor, and the Intel Core i5
processor.

Figure 12 WT-MO algorithm average time

V. CONCLUSIONS
Performing clinical laboratory tests is a distant
reality to some healthcare facilities in
underdeveloped and developing countries,
especially in remote areas. Furthermore, even in
developed regions, automated clinical tests can
bring more safety to patients and healthcare
professionals.
This work introduced the Watershed Transform
and Morphological Operations (WT-MOs)
algorithm, which delivered results, in all analyzed
scenarios and with all samples, with better
execution and processing times when compared to
other papers. The good performance of the
proposed method in different hardware platforms
indicates that it is feasible for the different
laboratory realities.
The automated confirmation of the diagnosis
and the accomplishment of laboratory tests
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